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Boris Johnson is an Anti-British Israeli
And U.S. Agent
The Jewish Weekly 25th July 2019

Charles Hurst

The Article

W

ORLD AND JEWISH LEADERS HAVE WELCOMED
BORIS JOHNSON becoming the UK's next Prime Minister.

US President, Donald Trump, offered congratulations, adding, "He will
be great!".
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu tweeted "Heartfelt congratulations
from Jerusalem".
"Looking forward to working closely together, both in facing our common
challenges and seizing the opportunities ahead," he noted.
President Reuven Rivlin tweeted he was confident under Johnson's
leadership "the excellent bi-lateral relations between our two countries
will go from strength to strength'.'
"I hope to see you back here in Israel soon," he added.
Added to that, Foreign Minister Yisrael Katz offered "Mazal Tov',' whilst
looking forward to working with Johnson's team to build on an existing
strong relationship between the UK and Israel.
Blue and White chairman Benny Gantz also wished Johnson "great
success", adding the UK and Israel held "shared values and interests".
Chairman of the Jewish Agency, Isaac Herzog called Johnson 'a true friend
of Israel."
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"I trust you will continue working to make the Jewish community feel
safe in the UK in these challenging times," he added.
"I look forward to your ongoing commitment to fostering ties between the
UK and Israel."
In the UK, Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis said Johnson was a champion of
the Jewish community while Board of Deputies president, Marie van der
Zyl noted a long and positive relationship.
Finally achieving his lifelong ambition to lead the country, after comfortably winning the Conservative Party leadership contest over Jeremy
Hunt, following an audience with the Queen, Johnson enthusiastically
entered Downing Street.
Addressing the nation, Johnson acknowledged his predecessors' "deep
sense" of public service then he took on the ‘doubters, doomsters and
gloomsters' head on in a cavalcade of commitments.
"We are going to fulfil the repeated promises of Parliament to the people
and come out of the EU on October 31, no ifs or buts," he exclaimed.
"And we will do a new deal, a better deal which will maximise the
opportunities of Brexit, while allowing us to develop a new and exciting
partnership with the rest of Europe, based on free trade and mutual
support"

Comment on This Article
I knew that by studying the Jewish newspapers I would be able to find out
what was really going on. It only took a few days to discover the truth.
So why has no MP, newspaper, TV programme or researcher reported
this important information about our new Prime Minister. It is due to the
fact that the West is completely dominated by Zionists.
Boris Johnson while at the Western Wall in Jerusalem recently said that
he is descended from a Jewish family in Moscow and that some of them
are Rabbis. Every Jew that becomes a Prime Minister or member of his
cabinet has to swear before a Jewish committee that although they are
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holding these positions they are secretly working for Israel and the Jewish
cause. (This is to further the anti-Christ aim of world domination through
the abuse of money.) You can see from the article above that unlike the
British he doesn't want to set us free but to tie us up with Israel. This is
something he has been careful not to mention to the British. We have all
seen how many Jews have accumulated massive amounts of money
which has enabled them to buy up numerous large companies and then
use their wealth to dictate government policy. Few people have noticed
that every Prime Minister since Winston Churchill in 1939 has been a
Zionist working against the interest of Europeans. This goes to show how
uninformed the public has become.
Boris Johnson said that his recent ancestors came from Russia. They
would likely have been Trotskyites, Leninists and Stalinists all responsible for the deaths of countless millions of White Europeans in their desire
for world domination. Boris is a pushy, secretive and determined individual who never lets on to his real intentions as we can see from this Jewish
newspaper. The UK came secretly under Zionist control in 1939 with
Winston Churchill. Since that time parliament has done everything it can
to destroy our once great nation. In fact the UK has been secretly
governed by our enemies since 1914 when we were taken to war for no
good reason causing the deaths of around 19 million with 23 million
seriously injured. Boris Johnson has a varied ancestry, one that seems to
mirror his boorish determination to control.
Since the 1960's parliament has been inviting countless millions of non
Europeans to come to Britain with the aim of getting us outnumbered. We
lived in an all white Christian country. We have constantly seen wars in
countries where more than one race, religion or nation live. To turn the
UK from a peaceful Christian country into a multi-racial nightmare is
scandalous. If we look closely we can see that parliament constantly
backs these invaders against the indigenous British. One reason the
British public want Brexit is to put an end to mass immigration, as a
Zionist Boris Johnson insists that they keep coming. Furthermore aliens
have been given rights that are now denied to us. We must ensure that
only trustworthy Britons stand for parliament. Jews have had their chance
and betrayed us. We must ensure that no more Jews or Zionist front men
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are allowed to stand in elections. Sensing their guilt several years ago, the
majority of Jews said they saw no future for them living in the UK.
Boris Johnson said recently that the "The Middle East conflict was a very
ancient problem that goes back many centuries." No it doesn't! The
trouble flared up in 1945 when millions of Ashkenazi false Jews from
Europe invaded Palestine and set up the state of Israel. In September 2019
Boris included Dominic Raab and Grant Schapps into his ever-changing
cabinet. Both are anti-British Jews whose families came to the UK after
they had stirred up trouble in Germany during the 1930's.
Boris Johnson describes himself as a "passionate Zionist". Every modern
Western political leader feels obliged to visit the Zionist State and show
their support for the "holocaust". If they don't they will find themselves
immediately ousted from their positions, as Enoch Powell the most
popular politician in the UK, was when he suggested that mass immigration must be stopped. Johnson also claims to be of Muslim extraction and
he is using this as an excuse to attract billions of pounds of Arab money
for the capital. Seems the one thing that our dodgy Prime Minister isn't is
English, Scottish, Welsh, Irish, or Christian European.
The newspaper heading "Baruch" refers to Bernard Baruch the fanatical
Zionist wall street financier who controlled the thinking of Winston
Churchill. Complete control of Churchill was probably achieved through
Jewish "Kabalah mysticism" where they can put ideas into their victim's
heads that they believe to be their own thoughts.
Of course Winston's greed, vanity and illusions of grandeur made him an
easy target. This explains why Churchill had what he called his "dark
dog" days when he couldn't face his own treacherous actions and drank
himself into oblivion. Winston obviously knew he had done wrong when
he said "History will speak well of me for I shall write it." His coconspirators have continued in the same vain while preventing those who
speak the truth from gaining access to the public.
Every Prime Minister since Churchill has been a Zionist following the
demands of Zionists in the US and the Israeli government. Clearly their
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aim has been to destroy the British nation through their control of
parliament, wars, the education system, our manufacturing industry, TV
and the cinema, banking, commerce and the NHS. They are now trying
to severely reduce our numbers through race-mixing which is being
pushed through TV adverts where a black male is often seen partnered
with a white girl.
This anti-European propaganda is being absorbed by the naive younger
generations. For centuries the Jewish manipulators created wars to further
their own plans and then put the debt on to the people. While Europeans
have been engaged in honest work the most sinister Jews have been
scheming how to make profit from their toil. So wealthy have they
become that through manipulating the stock market they now own most
of the largest companies.

This is a direct result of allowing Zionists to rule

Parliament
It was widely reported that Theresa May spent the last evening before she
became Prime Minister at the home of the Chief Rabbi. No doubt receiving
her orders on serving the Jewish community and keeping us tied into the
EU. According to the Christian "Heart" newspaper Theresa May was
recorded in conversation with Angela Merkel discussing ways to keep
Britain in the EU. The relevant truth is never reported in regular the
newspapers or on the major TV channels. Jews must be kept out of
parliament. They have had their chance and proven that they cannot be
trusted.
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We need to break free from the murderous, anti-Christian government in
Israel. For more than a hundred years most Europeans have allowed their
enemies to monopolize their politics. In France the establishment put
Macron into the election at the last minute to prevent Marine Le Pen from
being elected. The public has since been on the streets in large numbers
every weekend to try to overcome their foolish mistake. In Britain we
regularly see Britons treated like dirt while every non-European is
respected by parliament and given every possible form of aid. It should
be clear to everyone by now that the Kosher Labour, Liberal, Conservative
and communist parties need to be closed down in the same way they have
opposed and criminalized nationalist defenders of Britain for decades.

‘Jews control UK’
HAMZA ALLEGES ZIONIST CONSPIRACY
This Abu Hamza friendly
warning was widely
published in most of the
British daily newspapers.
So brainwashed are most
of the public that the Jews
knew it would be ignored.
Let us hope that Christian
Europeans wake up soon
before we become a tiny
oppressed
stateless
minority like the white
Rhodesians. Remember it was East European Jewish communists that
were responsible for that tragedy. They were applauded by all the major
Western governments for doing it. Spread the word that supporting the
old parties means virtual death and race-mixing has the same effect.

London Jewish News 7th Nov 2003
150,000 Jews fought in Hitler’s army while many Jews lived in Germany
throughout the war and were left in peace to get on with their lives. Why
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have these facts been kept secret outside the Jewish community? Perhaps
it doesn’t fit in with their version of history.
The Jewish Sieff family who own Marks and Spencers helped Churchill
get his war and as a reward were given a contract to supply the armed
forces with food. Sainsbury and his fellow Jews were allowed to stay open
during the war while Christians who often didn’t want to fight had to board
up their shops and go.
As a result Sainsbury with little competition made a fortune. There was a
programme on channel 5 Sept 9th 2019 which showed how Aldi and Lidl
sold top quality goods cheaply by only making a small profit on each item.
It proved that these Christian shops sold top quality goods that were often
chosen by the public to be the best available. Having been ripped off by
Jewish supermarket owners for decades perhaps more of the public will
come to their senses and put them out of business. Stanley Kalms, yet
another East European Jew, inherited his father’s Dixons camera shops.
Almost immediately he showed a desire to sell televisions, but he couldn’t
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he was prevented by Retail Price Maintenance. This was introduced to
protect businesses that required specialized knowledge. When Kalms was
on the executive of the Conservative Party Retail Price Maintenance was
scrapped forcing many thousands of British family businesses to close
down.
In September 2019 the Jew John Bercow was finally threatened with
dismissal after ten years from his position as speaker of the House of
Commons. His anti-British attitude had clearly been seen by the British
public from the beginning. Especially with the way he promoted the
“remain in the EU” traitors. This is further proof that we need to act now
to prevent our “anti-Christ enemy” from entering parliament.

Do you really think the UK is controlled by the
British? No, it is ruled by our Anti-Christ Jewish
enemies
If a Nigerian calls himself such no one will call him a racist, for it is logical
that he is a native to this region. It is natural for all people to call
themselves after the place they live. “Jews” are spread around the world
but this is a collective name they use as it describes their common ancestry,
politics, beliefs, culture, aims and religion.
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It is Jews who created the word “racist” to use as a term of abuse solely
for Europeans. If a black African in a fit of madness should call a European
a terrible white bastard and stab him to death, this wouldn’t be classified
as an act of racism. This term is only used to silence Europeans when they
have something important to say.
In September 2019 a group in Wales marched for independence from
parliament because it does not represent them. Nor does it work in the
interest of the English in fact it seeks our destruction. The English, Welsh,
Scottish and Northern Irish all need to break free from parliament. We all
must stop voting for political parties they are all secretly controlled by our
enemies. Even if a new party is formed once it gains a fair amount of
support our enemies will be looking at ways to either destroy it or take it
over. Zionists have bragged how they prevented the National Front and
BNP from being elected. They did this by negative unfair criticism and
introducing large numbers of immigrants into areas where they received
a reasonable vote.
Or by taking the party over as Nigel Farage did UKIP. Farage is funded
by Jewish American billionaires. When he found that some genuine British
nationalists had joined he set up the Brexit Party which is also financed
by the same anti-Christian gang that has secretly ruled the West through
their abuse of money!
There is no difference between the Labour, Liberal and Conservative
parties. They pretend to have different objectives but once elected they
all pursue the same anti-British nation-wrecking agenda. The only way to
beat them is by going back to constituency parties. Then we can select the
most honest, knowledgeable and trustworthy of our people to represent
us. Within each constituency there will be many people who know
everything about those that get selected. They will know their friends and
families, where they work, if they belong to any organizations or if they
are regular visitors to a synagogue
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

